
Food in wilmslow 2060 
 
Intro -  
 
Hello, my name is Teo Barrault. I have been involved with Extinction Rebellion for about a 
year, trying to promote positive action from the government on the climate emergency since 
the April mass protests. 
 
I have always been aware of the ecological and environmental damage that we have been 
causing, but it is only recently that I have caught up with the latest science and facts about 
the crisis we now face. 
 
I will be talking to you about an aspect of life that will likely have the biggest impact on your 
daily life in 2060.  
 
Part 1 - why we are heading to +3C of warming 
 
But first I want to quickly make sure the terms I am bringing up make sense and a bit of 
context to where we are now on the earth heating side of things. I have had a sense that 
many of you are not fully aware of what the future holds for us in terms of climate change 
and I think it is important that I take this opportunity to remind you all of what we are facing. 
 
Through our various activities we pump vast amounts of gases that trap the sun’s heat. 
Before the industrial age where we discovered oil and coal the earth was at a relatively 
stable constant temperature on a global average. So if you take the temperature difference 
from that stable baseline we are, since last measurements in 2019, at +1.1C of warming. 
 
By taking measurements and observations from geological samples and meteorological 
models and simulations we can build an understanding of the effects of the increase in 
temperature by degrees. 
 
+1 catastrophic wildfires, 10% loss of calories produced by planted crops 
We saw all of that last year with siberia having wildfires the size of belgium, the australian, 
amazon, bolivian and californian fires, the various never before seen devastating hurricanes 
in puerto rico and bahamas. The loss of animal and plant species, there are today only 4% 
of the animal biomass that is wildlife, the rest is humans and domesticated aniumals. The 3 
million displaced africans due to floods, the crop failures in europe and northern USA. 
 
+2. Loss of coral life. Loss of most ocean life. Wildfires in winter, 200 000 people a year are 
in life or death situations without help, including in the UK. Loss of coastlines, 3.8 million 
people need relocation in the UK.. Loss of 20% of calories produced by crops. Permafrost 
melts, releasing dormant ancient pathogenes (like anthax). This is the scenario that needed 
to be avoided as anything after this is impossible to reverse increased heating, a tipping 
point. We are set to hit this before 2040. 
 



+3 Oceans too acid to sustain current complex life, Countries along the equator become 
deserts, the amazonian rainforest, spain, the borneo rainforest. It is too hot to go outside for 
most of the world most of the time. Food rationing in the West, famine in the developing 
countries. We will reach this by 2060. 
 
 
So… you are hopefully thinking, well lets do something about it! Governments will step in 
and take drastic action to immediately curb our emissions!  
 
To avoid the tipping point of +2C, which the climate science arm of the United Nations said 
we should avoid at ALL costs we would need to lower the global emissions by 7% every year 
this decade. To give you perspective on what that looks like. The estimated impact on CO2 
emissions that the world lockdown caused is only around 4%. And thats a generous figure. I 
do not know how to illustrate how massive the changes we would need to make to stay 
below the catastrophic level of warming… With The political will sapped by the economic 
and health crisis there will be no measures taken to deal with this in the current political 
cycle. In fact China, the US and even europe have been reducing their emissions standards 
to help the economy. When a crisis like this needs to be tackled we will grab on to the 
familiar tested method of cheap fossil fuels. The stimulus packages are going to oil 
companies and airlines. Its not a surprise then that we have hit the highest levels of methane 
in the atmosphere ever last week. The government will NOT act on this if it doesn't help 
them get reelected. So they do not care about it.  
 
So, whether you change your light bulbs to LED’s and you recycle, we are heading for +3C 
by 2060. Ok so what does that mean for me living in Wilmslow? 
 
Part 2 - What that means for food in Wilmslow in 2060 
 
I will focus on one aspect, like the other speakers. I have chosen food, because I think it is 
the most important, If you cannot feed yourself very little else matters. 
 
Food in the UK is a very fragile situation. The agricultural sector is propped up by heavy 
subsidies and relies entirely on migrant workers (which no will find it harder to come work 
here seasonally thanks to the brexit vote). Combine that with the closing down of borders 
that this and future pandemics will make it difficult for the little food that is grown here to be 
harvested. 
 
Add to that the fact that the soil from large scale monoculture farms is so poor and infertile 
due to over use of pesticides and tilling that the only reason we are able to fill our stores with 
plastic wrapped “foods” and I put that in airquotes because the nutritional content of the 
modern day vegetable is so poor that it is leading to health deffects in adults, is by relying on 
heavy use of petrochemical fertilizers. If you want to know how this scenario ends look at 
how the Mayans and egyptian civilisation crumbled, poor soil. 
 



The UK imports over half of the food it consumes. Now knowing this and knowing that the 
crops in most of the world will decrease by 30% you can see the math doesn't add up. The 
UK will have food shortages.  
 
It will start with a few items missing from the supermarket, then the news will pick up on it 
and people will panic. Hoarding basic foods just as they are doing now (when we dont even 
have a large deficiency in production!). 
 
Then food banks will start being overloaded, rationing. Crime, food riots. The UK will likely 
need to request food aid from Canada, the US and Europe. They will likely not be able to 
help since they will not be able to produce enough. 
 
When you remove basic human necessities, we tend to do funny things. Try living on one 
meal a day and let me know how you feel after a week or two. 
 
The 30% loss in calorie production due to heat does not even take into consideration the 
loss due to weather events such as long term droughts and flooding, both affected the yields 
last year and will only get worse. So you are in a country that is only able to produce less 
than half of its food right now, it loses 30% of its production capacity, the rest of the world 
that it was buying food from is unable to sell surplus food because it can no longer produce 
it. You get a situation of famine, social stress etc. 
 
If you are expecting the government to sort it out, look at how they absolutely buggered the 
situation is with this pandemic. They have NO plan. There hasn't been a food resiliency 
study in 11 years. The target for net zero by 2050 is useless, it pushes us way over 2C. If we 
stopped all carbon emissions tomorrow we would already reach this temperature level, so 
the 30 years of net zero target will achieve only to give humanity a 10% chance of going 
extinct, so not great. They have no intention to tackle this issue, they can barely tackle the 
current one... 
 
Part 3 - What you can do with this information 
 
So, what to do with this information? Well I urge you to look at preparing yourselves, your 
children and your community to this reality. 
 
Learn to grow food. Start small and gradually ramp up until you dont need to go to the 
supermarket for food. Learn to preserve food, conserves and pickling. Learn how to  
 
Form a community that can help each other. Do everything you possibly can to increase 
your resilience against social and economical shock, get solar panels on your roofs, get 
water filter systems. 
 
Get prepared, adapt now so that you are ready as the impacts are felt more and more every 
year. 
 



And if I can leave you with one thing, whether you want to accept what I have just told you 
about our future, please, please, do your own research on this.. Look at the latest science 
and the ways you can adapt to the coming crisis. Question what the news tells you, or more 
troubling, doesnt tell you. It is vital, for you and for your children. 
 
For the love of life, please. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 


